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Indenza (ENZALUTAMIDE)

  

When ordering a prepaid course - a discount of 3000 rubles! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerAprazer  

Description 

Basic information about the drug IndenzaDescription IndenzaOrder, delivery and payment Indenza

The manufacturer of the generic drug Indenza is the Indian company Aprazer. This is an effective drug, an analogue of the Japanese "Kstandi".
It is just as effective, but you can get it at a better price. With its help, it is possible to really stop aggressive forms of prostate cancer in men who
do not stop spreading after surgical castration and the use of other methods of treatment. The manufacturer uses 40 mg of enzalutamide as the
active ingredient of the drug. Correct international medicine spelling - Indenza.

 Buy Indenza

 You can make a purchase of the Indenza medicine in the required number of packages by filling out an online application at an online
pharmacy.

 Indenza: the price of the medicine

 The cost of the generic Indenza is affordable, so patients can receive intensive and high-quality treatment in a timely manner, since our main
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goal is to improve the well-being of those who turn to us for medicines.

 Indenza Reviews

 Positive feedback from doctors and patients testifies to the clinical efficacy of Indenza in the first weeks after the start of its regular intake. The
dosage and duration of the course of treatment is determined only by the attending oncologist; self-administration of the drug is unacceptable.

  

Indenza has a pronounced antiandrogenic effect. In other words, the active ingredient of the drug slows down the function of sex hormones,
which helps to stop tumor growth and metastases.

 Description of the drug Indenza

 112 capsules, which are film-coated, in a white cardboard box.

 Indenza: indications for use

 Indenza is prescribed for metastatic and recurrent prostate cancer.

 Indenza: contraindications

 Of the contraindications, it should be noted allergy to the components that make up the drug. Indenza is not prescribed for severe kidney and
liver diseases. Patients with epilepsy should be prescribed it with great care.

  

Checkout is carried out in the online store of our pharmacy, as well as delivery.

 Ordering the Indenza medicine

 Fill out an application in the appropriate section of the website dedicated to the drug, send the completed form and wait for feedback from an
online consultant who will clarify all the nuances of the order.

 Indenza: delivery

 Delivery with us is always organized in terms that are most convenient for patients, in all cities of Russia. For this purpose, we use a courier or
postal service.

 Indenza: payment

 You can pay for the received order immediately after you are convinced of the integrity of the container and the proper shelf life of the drug.
Both cash and non-cash payments are provided.
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